
• Toyota sets up Advanced Research Institute in North America

• Worldwide Prius Sales Top One Million Mark

 Worldwide cumulative sales of the Prius have passed the one million mark,
 with approximately 1,028,000 units sold at the end of April 2008.
 At the end of March 2009, cumulative sales were more than 1.25 million units.
 The Prius debuted in 1997 as the world’s first mass-produced hybrid vehicle
 and is currently sold in more than 40 countries and regions,
 mainly Japan, Europe and North America.

• Tree-Planting Event Kicks Off Sustainable Plant Activities

 Toyota is dedicated to creating production sites that are in harmony
 with their natural surroundings. For this purpose, we implement a sustainable plant campaign
 that is based on three objectives. First is achieving significant advances
 in environmental performance by using innovative technologies and kaizen (improvement) activities.
 Second is reducing CO2 emissions through the use of renewable energy,
 including biomass and natural energy sources, such as solar power and wind power.
 Third is interacting with communities and conserving the environment by planting trees
 at and around factories. As part of this campaign, employees at the Tsutsumi Plant
 and community members planted approximately 50,000 trees.
 This enormous tree-planting event marked the start of other sustainable plant activities
 at vehicle and component plants in Japan and overseas.

• Toyota develops advanced Fuel Cell Hybrid Vehicle (FCHV-adv)

• Toyota strengthens initiatives for Low Carbon Society

• Toyota announces changes in North American production

• Toyota Announces TME Technical Centre Expansion

 Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA (TME), which manages Toyota’s European manufacturing
 and engineering operations, announced plans to expand the TME Technical Centre,
 a production engineering and research and development base, in Belgium.
 The project is to be completed around 2010.
 By further localizing technology development activities, the expansion will upgrade capabilities
 for developing products that meet the needs of European customers.

• Price of crude oil reaches
 all-time high of $147.27/barrel
 on the New York Mercantile Exchange

• G8 Hokkaido Toyako Summit in Japan

• Beijing 2008 Olympic Games

• Collapse of Lehman Brothers triggers
 turmoil in U.S. financial markets
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• Grand Opening of TOYOTA METAPOLIS,
 a Three-Dimensional Virtual City on the Internet

 The grand opening in October 2008 of TOYOTA METAPOLIS, a three-dimensional virtual city,
 gave Toyota a new platform for interacting with the public. This web site is designed primarily
 to give younger customers more access to information about automobiles and the enjoyment
 of driving. In TOYOTA METAPOLIS, visitors create characters that become residents of the city.
 Virtual residents can test drive Toyota vehicles, attend new model announcements,
 and participate in other events as well as enjoy communications with other users.
 These functions provide a direct link between customers and Toyota.
 As of the end of July 2009, a cumulative total of 750,000 people had visited this web site.

• Toyota to launch ultra-compact iQ in Japan

• Toyota Peugeot Citroën Automobiles Czech, s.r.o. (TPCA),
 produces one-millionth vehicle
 at its manufacturing plant in Kolín, the Czech Republic

• Toyota Features the New Prius, Lexus HS 250h,
 and Future Toyota-Electric Vehicle (FT-EV) Concept
 at the 2009 North American International Auto Show

 Toyota unveiled the all-new third-generation Prius
 and Lexus unveiled the Lexus HS 250h, the world’s first dedicated luxury hybrid vehicle,
 at the 2009 North American International Auto Show in Detroit.
 Another highlight was the FT-EV concept for an electric vehicle powered by lithium-ion batteries.
 Toyota is conducting research and development aimed at realization of an automotive society
 or Sustainable Mobility that can coexist with people and the Earth.
 We are also dedicated to increasing the use of these technologies by incorporating them
 in vehicles sold worldwide.

• Lexus launches RX450h and RX350 in Japan

• Toyota Develops World’s First Rear-Seat Center Airbag

 Toyota has developed a Supplemental Restraint System rear-seat center airbag,
 the first in the world. The airbag is designed to reduce the severity of rear-seat passenger injuries
 in a side-on collision, such as when one passenger strikes another.
 We remain committed to achieving more advances involving all aspects of vehicle safety.
 This includes the development of even safer vehicles and more safety technologies,
 participation in projects to create safe traffic environments,
 and activities to teach people about safe driving practices.

• Toyota celebrates production of one-millionth vehicle in Turkey

• Toyota launches redesigned Crown Majesta in Japan

• U.S. financial downturn develops
 into a global crisis

• Barack Obama becomes President
 of the United States

• Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rate
 (SAAR) of U.S. automobile sales fell to
 approximately 9.6 million,
 the first drop to below 10 million
 since 1982
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